
 

EPowerFactor 

How do I know what my PF is? 

How do I know if my Power Factor is costing me additionally on my power bill? 

 

Each utility has a different way of doing what is fundamentally the same thing which is calculating the electrical 

usage and cost.  For small and large electrical customers most utilities add a separate Demand Charge which is 

now often referred to as a Delivery Charge.  This is this part of the bill that the Power Factor affects most 

significantly.  Most utilities do not make clear what the power factor is although some do.  The answer most of 

the time is on the electric bill, but it's not usually apparent and, sometimes not there at all. This makes calculating 

the cost difficult to impossible in this case 

without their assistance or an electrical test. 

EPower Factor can assist with both. 

 

Some utilities call the added "Power 
Factor Penalty"; 

 Excess kVAr Charge 

 kVA Demand 

 kVAr Charge 

 Power Factor Charge 

 
An example of a utility that does make it 

clear is Connecticut Light and Power.  (CL&P) 

with an actual page shown here. 

 

How does a better PF save $$ 

 
As seen to the right the kW and kVA demand 

on this power bill, as measured by the utility 

metering equipment, is clearly printed on the 

bill. In this case their electrical demand cost 

is significantly higher due to the low PF 

because the utility uses the kVA demand for 

billing not the kW demand. 

If the PF were improved, the kVA demand 

would be lower for the same amount of kW.    

 
Example above:   1800 kW X .86 PF = 2104 

kVA (billing demand) 

If the PF was 1.0 the kVA would be the same as the kW. (kVA = kW X PF)  1800 kW X 1.0 PF  = 1800 kVA (billing 

demand) 

 

So to calculate the savings potential on this bill is relatively simple assuming the PF was improved to 1.0.  

2102 - 1800 = 302 units of demand at a cost of $6.07 per kVA  = $1,833.14 savings for this month 

 

We would need to review your particular electrical invoices to determine if and how you may be penalized as 

each utility is different. If you have a kVA, kVAr or Reactive demand charge you are paying for a low PF and 

should contact us. There are other methods, some complicated, that utilities use to charge for Power Factor, if 

you suspect this please get in touch with us and we can help.  Please see our partial list of utilities 

that have known PF charges. 


